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Back to products ...
 
Appvisor: PDFtextCMD as pad-file ...
 

PDFtextCMD - textextraction from the commandline for pdf-files... Royalty free!



With this commandline-exe you can get the complete text-content out of your pdf-files.

To do this you can use two ways:

1. As an automated text-export into a generated file.

2. As clipboard-content.


As an additional functionality you can get back the pagecount of a document.

If you only want to check if a document was changed in the meantime, you can get back a generated hash-value.


The new version now supports the latest pdf specs up to 256 bit AES encryption!


The options ...

For option 1 you can set the output-directory.

You can insert/display page numbers in the extracted textcontent!

You can prefix row and column to each extracted textstring on each page!

You can use a fast mode if you don't need the additional structured informations!

You can supress leading spaces on each textline!

You can supress more than one spaces between words. Good if you have documents with justification layout ... this means more spaces between words to fill complete textrows!

You can set a stop-value(in seconds) when working on bigger files!

You can make a sandclock visible to show that the component is working!

You can use single page-values if you don't want to extract complete documents!


You can use it with all well known IDEs (.NET-IDEs, too!).

Try it with Visual Basic 6, VB20xx Express, VBA, Delphi, C, C++, C# ... 

Try it with all scripting languages! Try it with vba! Try it from Excel, Access, ...! Try it from batch-files (*.bat)! Try it from whatever you want!


PDFtextCMD offers powerful functions - use them for your advantage!

In the test package there is a helpfile, many sample-bat-files, complete sample projects (in vb6, vb.NET, C# and Delphi) and the commandline-exe itself.


Test- and full version... The differences


The full version works like the testversion. When the testversion will be used, first a window with a testnote opens - when you click on "OK" the function starts. So you can test the quality of the function. This message don't pop up in the full version! If you've already build applications with the testversion don't through them away - if you buy the full version you only have to replace the exe. That's all!


What can i do with the commandline-exe of the full version...


You can distribute this exe as a part of your application without any limitation! It's not allowed to distribute the exe alone! Together with your app the exe can be distributed without paying anymore... It's royalty free! Buy the exe one time and distribute it as often as you want to include it in your app.
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